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HIV-1 resistance testing was performed in 47 antiretroviral (ARV)-treated subjects with low-level viremia (LLV) of <1,000 copies/ml. The median viral load was 267 copies/ml. In those with >2 LLV episodes, 44% accumulated additional resistance mutations. Fewer active ARVs and longer elapsed time were associated with an increased risk of resistance accumulation after controlling for adherence and viral load. Virologic failure followed 16% of LLV time points. Strategies for early intervention after
LLV episodes should be further studied.

C

urrent guidelines recommend optimal suppression of HIV
plasma viral load (pVL) to below the level of detection of
conventional assays. The significance of low-level viremia (LLV)
remains controversial, as some studies have associated episodes of
LLV with an increased risk of virologic failure (1, 4), while other
studies have not (8). It is hypothesized that an increased risk of
virologic failure may be mediated by accumulating drug resistance
mutations during periods of incomplete viral suppression, but
this remains speculative, as most commercial genotyping assays
are optimized for pVL of ⱖ1,000 copies/ml. Several cross-sectional studies have found that genotypic testing of LLV samples
can detect drug resistance mutations, but these studies could not
evaluate when the mutations arose (6, 9). In the modern era of
highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART), the accumulation
of drug resistance during LLV has been demonstrated specifically
in subjects initiating a first-line HAART regimen (10), in those
participating in a raltegravir treatment study (3), and within a
French clinical cohort (2). A recent study using genotypic assays to
optimize treatment regimens resulted in excellent rates of virologic suppression (7). In the present study, we evaluated the emergence of HIV drug resistance during periods of LLV and subsequent clinical outcomes in a cohort of chronically infected and
mostly treatment-experienced HIV-infected adults.
(This study was presented in part as an oral presentation at the
2012 International Workshop on HIV & Hepatitis Virus Drug
Resistance and Curative Strategies, 5 to 9 June 2012.)
Participants were part of the University of California, San
Francisco, SCOPE cohort, a prospective study of HIV-infected
adults. Participants with LLV (detectable pVL of ⬍1,000 copies/
ml) while on HAART were selected. In participants with multiple
LLV time points, genotyping of the first and last time points was
attempted, and other time points were studied primarily if new
resistance mutations were detected at the last time point. If an LLV
sample was unavailable, we attempted genotypic resistance testing
of the sample closest to that time point. Medication adherence in
the previous 30 days was recorded based upon patient self-report.
Stored plasma samples were ultracentrifuged at 28,000 ⫻ g for 1 h
to pellet virus prior to RNA extraction (QIAamp viral RNA minikit). The coding regions of HIV-1 PR, RT, IN, and gp41 were
amplified by nested gene-specific primers. Population sequencing
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was performed on purified amplicons with an ABI 3730 automated DNA sequencer and processed using Sequencher (Genecodes). Phylogenetic analysis using PhyML was used to confirm
sequence identity and exclude PCR contamination. When available, historical genotyping results during episodes of LLV were
also included. A new mutation was defined as any mutation (major or minor) that decreased the activity of the participant’s antiretroviral (ARV) regimen. A fully active ARV was defined as having a Stanford resistance mutation score of ⬍10 (11). In the
analysis of baseline patient characteristics, the earliest LLV time
point was used. The association between HIV-1 pVL and the
number of active ARVs was evaluated using the Kruskal-Wallis
test, and comparison of samples with and without new resistance
mutations was performed with the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Repeated-measures multivariable logistic regression was used to
evaluate predictors of resistance mutation accumulation. The
variables included in the multivariable model were selected a priori based upon their suspected association with risk of resistance
mutation emergence. Each LLV sample was grouped into three
outcomes: (i) virologic suppression below the detection of the
assay used, (ii) virologic failure with a pVL of ⱖ1,000 copies/ml
without preceding virologic suppression, or (iii) lost to follow-up
or change in ARV regimen before either virologic suppression or
failure. The exact 2 test was used to compare the virologic outcome with numbers of fully active ARVs. This study was approved
by the institutional review board of the University of California,
San Francisco.
Drug resistance genotyping was successful for samples collected at 82 time points between 2001 and 2010 in 47 participants,
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TABLE 1 Demographic and treatment characteristics of SCOPE
participants with low-level viremiaa
Variable

Valueb

Age, median (IQR)
% male

49 (42–54)
87

Race (%)
White
Black
Hispanic
Other

64
15
13
8

Median CD4 count (IQR)
Median no. of yrs since HIV diagnosis (IQR)
% of participants that were treatmentexperienced at study entry

367 (202–494)
13 (8–19)
89

and the number of fully active ARVs present during episodes of detectable
low-level viremia. A fully active ARV was defined as having a Stanford HIV DB
resistance mutation score of ⬍10.

ARV regimen (% of participants)
PI
NNRTI
Both PI and NNRTI

66
11
23

No. of LLV time points with genotyping
(% of participants)
One
Two
ⱖThree

62
15
23

a
IQR, interquartile range; ARV, antiretroviral medication; PI, protease inhibitor;
NNRTI, nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor; LLV, low-level viremia. For
those with ⱖ2 LLV episodes, characteristics at the first time point are included in this
table.
b
n ⫽ 47 participants.

including 18 (38%) participants with LLV time points of ⱖ2. Demographic and treatment characteristics of the patients and samples are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The majority of participants
(89%) were treatment experienced at baseline, and the median
pVL of the LLV episodes was 267 copies/ml. The most commonly
utilized protease inhibitors included ritonavir-boosted lopinavir
(45%), nelfinavir (19%), ritonavir-boosted darunavir (14%), and
ritonavir-boosted atazanavir (12%). The median number of fully
active ARVs at the LLV episode was 2 (interquartile range [IQR] of
1 to 3). Median 30-day adherence prior to the LLV episode was
98% (n ⫽ 81; IQR, 93 to 100%), and 72% of participants reported
ⱖ95% adherence in the prior 30 days.
There was no significant association between pVL and the
number of fully active ARVs (Fig. 1) (Kruskal-Wallis P ⫽ 0.69).
Compared to a prior genotype, 46% (18/39) of LLV samples had a
new resistance mutation to the participant’s current ARV regimen. Of those on a PI-based regimen, 57% (24/42) had detectable
NRTI resistance, and 45% (19/42) had PI resistance at the first
TABLE 2 Characteristics of the low-level viremia time points evaluated
Valueb

Variable
a

No. of HIV-1 RNA copies/ml (IQR )
Median no. of fully active ARVs (IQR)
% of new mutations vs. historical genotyping (n ⫽ 39)
Median % of 4-day adherence (IQR) (n ⫽ 81)
Median % of 30-day adherence (IQR) (n ⫽ 81)
a
b

IQR, interquartile range.
n ⫽ 82 samples.
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FIG 1 No significant association was detected between plasma HIV viral load

267 (174–414)
2 (1–3)
46
100 (100–100)
98.3 (93.3–100)

LLV sample. For those on an NNRTI-based regimen, 20% (3/15)
had detectable NRTI resistance and 33% (5/15) had NNRTI resistance. In those with ⱖ2 LLV time points, 44% (8/18) were found
to have accumulated additional resistance mutations to the ARV
regimen over a median of 11.4 months (IQR, 4.4 to 20.0), and in 3
of those participants, the new resistance mutation resulted in a
decrease in the number of fully active ARVs (Table 3). In a multivariable repeated-measures logistic regression analysis, fewer fully
active ARVs at the prior time point (␤ ⫽ ⫺1.3; 95% confidence
interval [CI] of ⫺2.2 to ⫺0.5; P ⫽ 0.003) and longer elapsed time
(months, ␤ ⫽ 0.08; 95% CI of 0.01 to 0.14; P ⫽ 0.02) were associated with an increased risk of resistance accumulation after controlling for 30-day medication adherence and pVL. Virologic
suppression occurred after 76% (62/82) of the LLV episodes,
while virologic failure occurred after 16% (13/82) of LLV time
points. Lost to follow-up or change in ART regimen occurred
in 9% (7/82) of LLV episodes before either virologic suppression or failure.
In this study of mainly treatment-experienced individuals, new
drug resistance mutations were frequently discovered at the time
of initial LLV, and accumulating resistance was commonly detected over time. These results provide an explanation for the
observation that recurrent LLV episodes increase the risk of virologic failure (5) and are consistent with several previous studies
that also demonstrate the presence of viral evolution during recurrent episodes of LLV (2, 3, 10, 12, 13). Limitations of this study
include the limited availability of multiple LLV time points, the
use of older ARVs in a subset of participants, and various ARV
regimens in this real-world cohort of HIV-infected patients. There
also remains the possibility that some of the accumulating resistance mutations seen in this study represent the emergence of
archived mutations as opposed to de novo resistance mutations
generated during viral evolution.
Interestingly, the number of fully active ARVs during the prior
LLV episode and time since that episode were both predictive of
emerging resistance. These results support early resistance genotyping or regimen switches to prevent the accumulation of resistance mutations and virologic failure. However, most LLV episodes were followed by subsequent virologic suppression,
suggesting either a stochastic process or subsequent improvement
in medication adherence in a majority of instances. Strategies for
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TABLE 3 Participants of the SCOPE cohort with ⱖ2 LLV episodes and emerging drug resistance mutationsa
PID
2070

3022

3033

3041

3072

3141

6036

6054

Resistance
class

Resistance mutations

ARV regimen

No. of active
ARVsb

Interval
(no. of days)

NRTI, PI
PI
NRTI

M184V, L10I
A71V, L90 M
D67N, K70R, K219Q

D4T, 3TC, NFV
D4T, 3TC, NFV
D4T, 3TC, NFV

2
1
0

526
1,195

None
NNRTI

None
Y188C

ABC, 3TC, NVP, LPV/r
ABC, 3TC, NVP, LPV/r

4
3

21

NRTI, PI
NRTI, PI

D67N, M184V, D30N, N88D, A71T
K70R, L10R

D4T, 3TC, NFV
D4T, 3TC, NFV

0
0

826

NRTI, PI
NRTI

L74V, M184V, D30N, N88D, L10F
Y115F

ABC, 3TC, NFV
ABC, 3TC, NFV

0
0

511

NNRTI, PI
NNRTI
PI

Y181C, L10F, V32I, M46I, I47V, V82A
K103N
I54 M

AZT, NVP, LPV/r
AZT, NVP, LPV/r
AZT, NVP, LPV/r

1
1
1

115
746

NRTI
PI
PI

M41L, D67N, K70R, M184V, T215Y, K219E
M46I, I54V
L10F

ABC, D4T, LPV/r
ABC, D4T, LPV/r
ABC, D4T, LPV/r

1
0
0

343
485

NRTI, PI
NRTI

M41L, L74V, M184V, T215F, M46I, I54V, G73S, V82A, L90 M
Y115F

TDF, ABC, 3TC, LPV/r
TDF, ABC, 3TC, LPV/r

0
0

1,430

NRTI, NNRTI
NRTI

D67N, K70R, K219E, G190A
M41L

ABC, D4T, NVP
ABC, D4T, NVP

0
0

231

a

PID, patient identification number; ARV, antiretroviral medication; LLV, low-level viremia. For each participant, the first row represents resistance at the first LLV time point.
The second row shows emerging resistance mutations between LLV time points 1 and 2, and the third row represents emerging resistance between LLV time points 2 and 3.
Resistance mutations listed at time points 2 and 3 represent additive mutations in addition to those detected at time point 1.
b
“Active ARVs” refers to the number of fully active ARVs (Stanford resistance score of ⬍10). New resistance mutations may arise against ARVs that are already not fully active due
to the presence of preexisting resistance.

early intervention during LLV episodes (e.g., adherence counseling, resistance genotyping at low viral loads, regimen switch)
should receive further study.
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